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What is EqHub

EqHub is a cloud-based solution for managing standard data 
and documentation across all operators on the Norwegian 
Continental Shelf. The solution gives access to quality-assured 
information when needed, and provides a technical information 
library for products in accordance with ISO 15926.

The critical components of EqHub are:

• a repository solution for standard documents and data 
related to documents, in additional to document

• a data standard with product structures, classes and 
attributes aligned with relevant and required industry 
standard

• functionalities for structuring and linking products, 
parts and spares.

Standardised, reusable documents based
on industry standards

Documents

Data attributes based on industry standardsData attributes

Integration and data-sharing platformAPI

Data attributes based on industry standardsSpare parts
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Navigation

Depending on the permissions, users from the operator 
company will get access to different functionality.
The main EqHub menu consists of the following tabs:

Home — Go back to the main page
Search — dedicated tab for product searching with 
the possibility of Advance filtering
EqHub TIRC — up-to-date industry requirements 
for any product category
Administration — management of users from the 
operators’ company with the possibility to 
add / edit / delete / block
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EqHub search

The solution allows operators to search 
for products using advanced filtering. 
The functionality is supported through 
Elasticsearch, allowing users to navigate 
and explore easily on high and low detail 
levels.

After receiving the search result, 
operators will get prompt insights 
regarding EqHub ID, Manufacturer, 
Part #, Model #, Class, number of 
revisions, and the statuses of the 
products.
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EqHub search
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Products in EqHub

Information about every product 
is enhanced and includes general 
information, i.e., Manufacturer, Class, 
and Product Uniqueness. The selected 
Class defines the list of properties 
that the supplier should provide. If the 
property is missing, the supplier must 
provide a comment before sending the 
product information for verification.
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Products in EqHub
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Data in EqHub

Every product in EqHub provides 
operators with comprehensive 
information about the properties. 
Suppliers are to fill the required fields 
with the relevant data. If any of the 
properties are missing, a comment 
should be provided. The list of 
properties is established by the EqHub 
TIRC, the catalog of the industry 
requirements.
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Data in EqHub
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Documents in EqHub

When searching  and checking 

information about the product in EqHub, 

operators can see all required by the 

preselected class documents within 

a product card. If any document is 

missing, the supplier should explain 

the reason. All documents can be 

downloaded.
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Documents in EqHub
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Personalised Dashboards

For the best operators’ user experience, 

the main page of EqHub represents the 

set of dedicated widgets:

a summary of products, a list of newly 

added products, recently registered 

suppliers (manufacturers, distributors, 

agents), top classes with registered 

products, up-to-date onboarding center
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Personalised Dashboards
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Spare parts

EqHub enables users to combine or 
link products and thereby create spare-
part lists or units consisting of several 
standard components. This approach 
can be relevant for delivery purposes. 

The solution also permits documenting 
more extensive components, such as 
subsea units and other package units.
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Spare Parts
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EqHub API

EqHub’s API allows users to explore 
and retrieve information for the users’ 
specific needs.

The API enable digital experiences, 
simplify application integrations, and 
make data reusable and universally 
accessible. EqHub enables REST API 
connectivity.
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Requirements

In EqHub, operators will at any given 
time have access to up-to-date 
industry requirements (properties 
and documents) for any product 
category.

Operators will be aware when or if 
any changes in product requirements 
have occurred.
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EqHub IDs

EqHub ID is a unique identifier 
of a manufacturer’s registered product, 
which can be reused for all relevant and 
subsequent deliveries.
EqHub ID is linked to the correct 
TAG number, which identifies what 
equipment was delivered to the operator 
company and how it can be substituted.
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Administration

As a company superuser, the operator 
will have access to their own company 
access panel to add / edit / delete / 
block users.
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Administration



EqHub: 
be data-smart

Contact us

https://collabor8.no/services/eqhub/

